Plastic storage bins reduce
manufacturer’s storage space by 50%
The bins have also considerably decreased freight costs.

Before and after implementation.
By MMH Staff · October 15, 2018
To improve storage efficiency and inventory control within its 700,000-square-foot master
parts DC, a major manufacturer of construction and mining equipment needed a solution.
The DC is responsible for providing parts and responsive customer service to customers
worldwide, operating 24 hours a day, seven days a week and 365 days a year to keep up
with demand. One of the biggest hindrances to the operation’s efficiency was its 150,000square-foot small parts storage area. The area used a variety of steel shelving, drawers,
corrugate containers, wooden boxes and pigeon hole cubbies that created a less than
adequate environment for efficiency and neatness.
The manufacturer was using a variety of storage options with many SKUs contained on
shelves in cardboard boxes. The corrugated boxes were dusty and became soggy and weak
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in the humid climate. And since the boxes couldn’t be cleaned, they left the area looking
dirty and ragged. Labels tended to peel off, making it difficult for order pickers to identify
parts. The most prevalent issue, however, was possibly the great variety of box sizes
creating a vast amount of wasted space. After a thorough evaluation and discussions with
factory floor supervisors and management decision makers, a storage and materials
handling product specialist provided samples of plastic storage bins to test out. Ultimately,
the group chose a six-compartment system bins solution, as its one-piece design provided
the clean and organized look the heavy equipment manufacturer hoped to achieve. In
particular, the manufacturer liked the look of the one-piece molded plastic storage bin and
how it gave uniformity to the storage space. A combination of 12-inch deep and 18-inch
deep bins were used for the variety of part sizes. Another benefit of the bins was the
savings in freight they provided when compared to standard bins. The shipment of bins
only required 7.5 truckloads to fulfill—6.5 less than comparable single-compartment bins.
Upon implementing the new storage system, the formerly 150,000 square feet of storage
space was consolidated and reduced to roughly 75,000 square feet. Due to the
consolidated storage area, the travel time for pickers greatly declined. And, as a result,
order pickers now have shorter distances to travel when picking orders, which saves time
and boosts efficiency.
In addition, a new bar-coding system—implemented with the new storage bins—also
allows pickers to locate parts faster within the smaller footprint. And, of equal importance,
the reduction of the space required for storage has also opened up extra capacity, which
can now be used for additional racking to store larger parts.
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